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VGP Round 11

There  was  a  solid  field  of  13

drivers  at  Summit  Point  for  this

round of the championship.

In  addition  to  racing  at  night

this  time,  which  adds  an  extra

dimension  to  the  races,  the  track

configuration  had  been  altered

slightly at the turn leading onto the

start/finish straight.

The  drivers  once  again  were

able to choose their karts for races

two  and  three,  and  it  definitely

shook the field up quite a bit and a

different  driver  won  each  race  in

the GT1 and GT2 classes.

Congratulations  to  Chris

Hebert for winning in his very first

race with the series, and to William

“Physics  Outlaw”  Shively  and

Jordan Wallace  for well-deserved

first overall wins.

Round 11 Winners

• GT1:  Chris Hebert, William

Shively and Michael Wu each

won  one  race,  with  Shively

setting fast lap.

• GT2:  Oliver Rojas, Marcelo

Bravo  and  Jordan  Wallace

each won  one  race,  with

Wallace setting fast lap.

• GT3:   Keith  Shugarts won

three races and set fast lap.

Learn the F-word:  Finesse

When you listen to music do

you only have one or two volume

settings,  or  can  you  set  it  for

anywhere  between  so-quiet-can't

hear-it and so-loud-it-hurts? 

Of course there's a range within

which  you can adjust  the  volume,

typically using a dial.

A  lot  of  drivers  (not  just  kart

racers) have a tendency to treat the

throttle,  brakes and steering wheel

more like on/off switches, which is

not  what's  needed for smoothness.

They  will  stomp  on  the  gas  or

brake  pedal  because  it  seems  like

the way to go fast.

Not  so.   Abrupt  inputs  upset

handling.  The faster way is almost

always to roll on and off the pedals,

treat them like dimmer switches.  

You still  do it  quickly,  but it's

gradual and smooth.  

The  same  applies  to  steering

inputs.   Using  smooth  arcs  rather

than  “sawing”  at  the wheel  is  the

way to consistently quick lap times.

Frequent  steering  corrections

are often the result  of looking too

close  ahead  of  the  kart.   Look

further ahead.

 It's all about finesse.  Practicing

at a “slick” track like Allsports GP

will teach you this.  

And  if  you  can  drive  fast  and

race well on a low grip surface you

can be fast everywhere.

Spotlight:  Ary Jogasurya

Ary  hails  from  Indonesia,  and

even though it's halfway around the

world  from  the  U.S.  his  story  is

similar  to many of the locals  here

who happen to like cars and racing.

A friend of his father raced rally

cars  and  on  occasion  gave  young

Ary  a  ride  during  practice.

Consequently  he  was  hooked  on

cars and speed.

At  the  age  of  14  Ary  got  his

first driver's license using a fake ID

and  proceeded  to  compete  in

autocross  and  rallycross  events

with a Suzuki and a Toyota.  

After doing well enough in the

front  wheel  drive  class  he  moved

on to a Mitsubishi Evo 1, 3 and 5

(maybe  he  likes  odd  numbers)

among other cars.  

He  also  started  his  own  "Indo

Pratama Rally Team".

His  favorite  moments  so  far

include  finishing  3rd  in  Group  N

("stock")  in  the  1992  Malaysian

Petronas  Eon  Rally  behind  Rod

Millen and Toshiaki Endo.  

That and his team finishing first

and  second  in  the  rain  at  the

Hyperfest  enduro  kart  race  this

June.  On his birthday.  

And  attending  rally  coaching

clinics  with  Kenjiro  Shinozuka

(Asia-Pacific Rally champion)  and

Juha  Kankkunen  (4  time  World

Rally champion).

Ary  also  belongs  to  the  NSX

club, NSAS Racing and the SCCA.

The  last  item  on  his  motorsports

bucket  list?   To  attend  or

participate in the Rally Finland.

Electric Kart Update

The  control  system  was  sent

back  to  the  manufacturer  for

diagnosis.   The  settings  can't  be

changed  at  the  moment  due  to  a

software glitch somewhere between

the  control  system  and  laptop

software.

AIK Shuts Down

American  Indoor  Karting  in

Fredericksburg,  one  of  the  three

tracks we race at has closed.

Fortunately, the 2011 Volta GP

schedule  is  unaffected  by  this

closure  since we  have  already run

this year's scheduled events there.

Senna Film

It  was  a sold out  event,  and it

was a real treat to attend the John

Bisignano (ex-ESPN commentator)

Q&A session afterward.

Thanks  to  the  Formula  1

MeetUp and  all  who  came  to  the

showing.
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